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Abstract— Using Natural Language brings ease for any 

human being. This system helps user to easily retrieve data 

from database using simple English language. The user need 

not bother about the complex SQL queries. This project 

aims at developing a system which will accept English 

query from user and convert it into SQL. The main thing of 

natural language processing is its interaction between human 

being and computers so easily. NLP interface will interpret 

the English Query and generate the Query which system 

understands and transform the result. Asking Question to 

databases in natural language is a very convenient and easy 

method of data access especially for casual users who do not 

understand the complicated database query languages such 

as SQL. This paper proposes the algorithm for translating 

English Query into SQL using Semantic Grammar. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an effective area of 

communication between human. It is an AI which includes 

information retrieval, In this paper we are discussing about 

the English Query which needs to transformed into SQL 

queries which helps user who is unknown about the 

technicality of the process of query formation. 

NLP gives the full advantage to such user who is 

not aware of the database query.,  

Natural language processing process the data which 

comes as input by user,different queries handled by the 

interface because it is effective and handle the generated 

query. 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is becoming 

one of the most active techniques used in Human Computer 

Interaction which plays a vital role since social media 

started playing its part to a large extent. In the current world, 

the basic requirement of commercial and social media is to 

extract the data from the database like, Ms-Access, Hadoop, 

and Oracle where the large collection of data is stored. 

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Considering database as ORACLE and SQL .Within this 

database placed certain tables which should be normalized. 

If the end user wants to retrieve the data they must have 

understanding of SQL to make query for SQL database. 

So, if we want to view all the information of all 

employees from Emp_Dtl and Emp_rld then we use the 

following query: 

SELECT Emp_Dtl.*, Emp_rld.* FROM Emp_rld  

INNER JOIN Emp_Dtl ON 

Emp_rldn.ID=Emp_Dtl.nEmployeeID; 

But the user who doesn’t know SQL and ORACLE

 ,will not be able to retrieve the database unless he 

/she knows the syntax and semantics of a query to the 

database.However accessing the database will be much easy 

using NLP.So the above query will be rewritten using NLP. 

So the system work according to user who write query in 

natural Language.This process becomes convenient for all 

the people who does not know about database. 

III. STEPS TO GET AUTOMATED QUERY FROM NATURAL 

LANGUAGE: 

A. Morphological Analysis:  

The English input query which is given is split into tokens 

first of all and assigned is respective types with the help of 

the dictionary. So Each and every word is assigned its 

respective type such as noun;verb etc, with the help of the 

data dictionary that should be created with domain specific 

and commonly used words. Some non-word tokens such as 

punctuations are separated from the words. 

 

B. Syntactic Analysis:   

The syntax analyzer checks the lexically correct input for 

grammatical correctness. The syntax analyzer has been 

formed based on the grammar for English language. The 

output of the syntax analyzer will be whether he given input 

is syntactically or grammatically correct as per the given 

rules. This process is also known as parsing. 

C. The Semantic Analysis:  

Parsing only verifies that the program consists of token 

arranged in a grammatically valid combination. The main 

intention is to get the meaning of the sentence. Initially the 

given input is scanned for domain specific phrases. For 

example, customer identification number is identified by 

cust_id in the database. In this system, keywords are the 

ones that represents the field name and also the table name if 

it is explicitly specified. The keywords are of type NOUN. 

The words that are noun alone are taken out.  

In this step all the possible combination of tokens 

are assigned meanings to it. The most meaningful statement 

is selected and the SQL transformation takes place by 

semantic grammar rules. 

D. Translation:  

After the semantic analysis SQL query is generated by using 

Semantic Grammar. After the creation of SQL Query this 

query is applied on database to retrieve the data from the 

table. Both the SQL statement and the NLP statement would 
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give the same output the only difference being,a normal 

person who doesn’t know anything about SQL can easily 

access the database . 

IV. SEMANTIC GRAMMAR 

There are two main parts of a semantic grammar. The first is 

a lexicon that stores all the possible words the grammar is 

aware of. The question-What is employee name with salary 

greater than 2000’’ is processed by the system is given 

below. The English text is converted into a list, so that the 

system can process it. The sentence becomes: 

(WHAT IS EMPLOYEE NAME WITH SALARY 

GREATER THAN 2000 ) 

Now this list is parsed by the semantic grammar. 

This sentence only has one possible parse, so only semantic 

representation is returned. 

((SELECT NAME! FROM (EMP (WEHERE (SALARY 

>=2000))))) 

The semantics already look similar to an SQL 

query. The brackets in the semantics indicate how the 

phrases from the sentence relate to each other. For Example, 

The ‘NAME!’ symbol after SELECT is special 

representation for both the first and last name.  

The semantic representation of sentence is now 

taken by a post processor to transform it into SQL Query. 

V. OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS 

 
First of all, the English input is scanned by 

semantic Analysis, after table and attributes are compared 

by post processor if match found then joins the table if query 

include number of tables. 

The purpose of natural language interface is to 

provide the user to computer in easiest way. For this, we 

have to develop a specific dictionary to keep the similar 

words and columns and table names. The addition of similar 

words makes easy to express their sentence in easiest way. 

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A. Scanning (Tokenization) 

 Firstly, Breaking the Query in appropriate tokens. 

 Identify the tokens and numbered it. 

 Identify the words which can be work as connector. 

 For specify primary condition in query use connector 

words. 

 After connector token, retrieve the attributes and values. 

B. For obtained attributes and resultant table map the 

words 

C. Change synonyms if required with appropriate attribute 

name. 

D. Transform English Query into Result. 

 
According to the above image, need to separate words like 

Question words-What, Who, When this should represent to 

SELECT command. So its easy to parse the data easily. 

VII. RESULT 

The obtained result of the system software are shown below. 

 

A. Conversion in sql query… 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this work I tried to explore the NLP interface and achieve 

that system is able to execute SQL queries if the user give 

input in their own English language. So, its a big advantage 

in today’s technology to improve the quality of 

communication between human beings and computers. 

The most important part is to maintain the data 

dictionary very powerful so that it represents all possible 

combination of words which can be easily mapped with the 

given inputs. 

A. Future Enhancement: 

A new thing can be added in the dictionary to check 

synonyms and antonyms of the words so that it can relate 

the words easily and can be effective.  

Moreover, more grammar needs to be added so that 

it can be added to the parser to increase effectiveness. 

In the future, if we like to add new tables in the 

database then we also need to add Grammar for that so it 
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can be processed easily, so for that dynamic framework 

must enter into the picture so one can add new tables 

dynamically and remove older one. 
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